Much Hadham: church, Bluebells and Henry Moore
This walk was provided by David Glass of East Herts Group.
It’s circular, just under 6 miles, from St Andrew’s Church, Much Hadham. There is normally parking by the church, however if not
there is plenty to be found on the wide High Street in Much Hadham.
Apart from superb countryside around Much Hadham, a point of note on this walk is Sidehill Wood, which in May is covered in
bluebells.
Perry Green is home of the Henry Moore Foundation, and the route takes you through part of the grounds from which some of his
sculptures can be seen from the public footpath. An optional break can be made here to purchase a ticket and view the collection in
full.
Use Explorer Map 194, Hertford and Bishop’s Stortford. Start point: TL 430 196 [A].
The first part of the walk is on the Hertfordshire Way. Proceed on the road south (houses on either side and
immediately passing thatch cottage on right). Where road bears sharp right go through gate to the footpath (FP) beyond,
taking left FP signposted ‘Stansted Hill’ (Footpath 23). Continue on FP.
Go through metal gate, and cross gravel drive to adjacent wooden gate and continue straight ahead on FP. Go through
gate into second field (may contain horses). Head to right hand corner of field, passing barn/shed to left. Go through
gate and turn right on to the road.
At the ford take the FP on your left, through gate and cross field to another gate. Pass through gate, take road to right.
Within 100 yards take FP to right (FP28, sign posted to ‘Bourne Lane’). This FP takes you through Sidehill Wood, which
in May is covered in Blue Bells. The wood slopes up to your left, the FP being within the wood, but on lower edge.
The FP leaves the wood, with a field sloping up to the left. Within 100 yards there is a gate on the left [B]. Go through
the gate and continue on the FP.
After another gate the FP splits. Turn immediately left up an incline in a field, following the Hertfordshire Way marker.
The FP bears to the left by a telegraph pole and follows the outside of a wood on your left, with a field on your right.
After 100 yards the FP turns sharp right, crossing a field. Head for the isolated tree, just before and to the right of an
aerial mast. Turn right at the tree and continue on FP.
Where FP splits take turn left and continue to follow the Hertfordshire Way marker. (You will now see the first Henry
Moore sculpture in the distance to your right.)
Pass a barn on your left. Go through a gate and keep to left hand field edge. Through a metal gate and bear left,
following a gritted track. (You are now within the Henry Moore Foundation (HMF) grounds and can see many more of
his sculptures from the FP. If you would like a more
leisurely and detailed look you will need to purchase a
ticket.) Continue on path, passing a car park and
sculptures on your left and a building on your right.
At the exit of the HMF cross road to gap in the hedge
[C]. (To your left is another car park and refreshments
for the HMF, and to your right The Hoops public house.
The Hoops is only open on days that the HMF is open.)
Go through the gap and turn immediately left,
following the Hertfordshire Way markers. Keep to the
field edge, with field on your right. At Bucklers Hall
Farm (see map), carry on around edge of pond (keeping
pond to your left).
Where the FP splits take left path and continue to
follow the Hertfordshire Way marker, keeping to field
edge. Where the FP splits again bear left and follow field
edge till you see (and head to) a gap in the hedge.
Go through gap and you are now in small copse of
trees. Where the FP splits turn sharp left, following the Hertfordshire Way new route. Follow the path, passing a
thatched cottage on your left. The path merges on to the cottage drive. Carry straight on until you reach the road.
(Immediately on your left will be the Prince of Wales public house in Green Tye [D])
Turn right on to road, proceeding along the road for a while. Pass a boarded up building and you will see the village
green in front on your right. On first part of green is a water pump. Immediately opposite is a FP passing through a gap
in the hedge.
Go through the gap and turn immediately right, following path on field edge. Path bears to your left by house on your
right. Continue, keeping a hedge on your right. You will pass the foundations of a demolished building on your right.
The FP then bears left across a field. After several yards you will come across a ditch. Keep to the right of the ditch.
Where the FP splits take path to the right, keeping to field edge with the field on your right.
At the field corner the FP leaves field and proceeds between houses. Continue on path until you reach a T junction of
tracks: turn right and carry on to Danebridge Road [E]. (Note: At this point immediately in front of you is FP 24
signposted to Much Hadham. The walk can be shortened to 4 miles by taking this path via Hill Farm (see map), and
returning to the start. The remaining instructions are for the 6 mile route.)
At Danebridge Road (opposite FP24 sign) turn right on to road. Continue to road junction and turn right again, crossing
bridge and immediately turn left on to bridleway, sign posted to Bury Green. Continue on path (to right can be seen
Great Hadham golf course). Go through gate, keeping the golf course on your right. Just before the next field boundary
the path splits [F]. Turn left then immediately left again, crossing a concrete footbridge. (Note for a short way you are

now doubling back on yourself on the opposite side of the field
you have just come along.)
Turn right through a gate in the hedge by a telegraph pole. Keep
to field edge, with field on your left. At the next field boundary
turn left, keeping to field edge and with field on your left. (You
will almost immediately go under telegraph wires.)
Look out for bridleway on your right, crossing the adjacent field.
Turn right on to this bridleway. Continue uphill between the
fields (you will cross under overhead cables), then over the brow
continuing down the field edge, with field on your left. Go
through a gap in the hedge.
At junction of bridleways, turn immediately left. This path is
bordered by trees on both sides. When bridleway meets road
cross over to other side and follow FP 18 signposted to Church
Lane. Keep to field edge with fence on your right and proceed
toward wood in front of you. Enter the wood and keep to the FP.
When the FP splits turn right down an incline, keeping large
houses and gardens on your right.
You will see St Andrew’s Church, Much Hadham on your right.
Turn right over footbridge and proceed back to the start.
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